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Why should read “Develop
India Group” Study Material?
Msosyi bafM;k xzqi v/;;u lkexzh dks D;ksa i<+uk pkfg,\
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v/;;u lkexzh çnkrk osclkbV gSA
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1- Develop India Group (DIG) is India’s largest complete study materials provider website. Msosyi bafM;k xzqi (DIG) Hkkjr dh lcls cM+h

2- Develop India Group (DIG) prepared their study materials in the guidance of highly qualified and experience mentoring specialistMsosyi bafM;k xzqi (DIG) us lq;ksX; vkSj vuqHkoh lykg fo'ks"kKksa ds ekxZn'kZu esa viuh v/;;u lkexzh rS;kj dh gSA
3- Develop India Group (DIG) study materials have been prepared strictly according to revised syllabus- Msosyi bafM;k xzqi (DIG) v/
;;u lkexzh iw.kZr;k la'kksf/kr ikBîØe ds vuqlkj rS;kj dh xbZ gSA

4- Only aim behind preparing these study materials is to provide study material to those students, who are unable to attend coaching
classes in mega cities- bu v/;;u lkefxz;ksa dks rS;kj djus dk mís'; dsoy mu Nk=ksa dks v/;;u lkexzh çnku djuk gS] tks egkuxjksa esa dksfpax

Dyklsl esa Hkkx ysus esa vleFkZ gSaA

5- All kind of facts & data in this material have been collected from authentic sources- bl lkexzh esa lHkh çdkj ds rF;ksa vkSj MsVk dks
çkekf.kd lzksrksa ls ,d= fd;k x;k gSA

6- All kind of data is updated in quarterly in our study notes- gekjh v/;;u lkefxz;ksa esa lHkh çdkj ds vkad³ksa dks frekgh esa viMsV fd;k
tkrk gSA

7- Develop India Group (DIG) study materials have been prepared in simple language so that student can memorize easily and better
understand- Msosyi bafM;k xzqi (DIG) v/;;u lkexzh ljy Hkk"kk esa rS;kj dh xbZ gS rkfd Nk= vklkuh ls vkSj csgrj <ax ls le> ldsA

8- Complete syllabus of preliminary and main exam has been covered in this study material- çkjafHkd vkSj eq[; ijh{kk dk iwjk ikBîØe bl
v/;;u lkexzh esa 'kkfey fd;k x;k gSA

9- All important and relevant points have been highlighted in bold, underline and italic ways- cksYM] js[kkadu vkSj bVSfyd rjhds ls lHkh
egRoiw.kZ vkSj çklafxd fcanqvksa dks gkbykbV fd;k x;k gSA
10- We have prepared our study materials with trained, talented, experienced team for each subject. They are supported by subject
experts- geus çR;sd fo"k; ds fy, çf'kf{kr] çfrHkk'kkyh] vuqHkoh Vhe ds lkFk vkSj fo"k; fo'ks"kKksa ds ekxZn'kZu esa v/;;u lkexzh rS;kj dh gSA

11- Once you will read these study materials, you will surely find 70 to 80 % questions in next coming examination- ,d ckj tc vki
;s v/;;u lkexzh i<+ ysaxs] rks vkidks fuf'pr :i ls vkus okyh ijh{kk esa 70 ls 80% ç'u feysaxsaA
12- So BUY TODAY and secure your future- blfy, vkt gh [kjhnsa vkSj viuk Hkfo"; lqjf{kr djsa-

Call us for more details : +91 8756987953
http://www.developindiagroup.co.in/
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The question paper of General Science, Environment, Technology Developmentshall have six sections.
Section — l, shall have 20 objective type of questions, each of 2 marks (20 x 2 = 40 marks). Questions for this
section c will be drawn at the rate of four questions from each ofthe five Groups of the syllabus. Sections il,
Ill, IV, V and VI of the question paper shall have two optional questions each, drawn respectively from
Groups A, B, C, D and E of the syllabus; of which candidates will be required to answer only one question
from each group, each question carrying 32 marks. Optional questions shall be answered in the traditional
manner, requiring descriptive answers, not exceeding 500 to 600 words. Thus, altogether candidates will be
required to answer one objective type compulsory question (40 marks) and five descriptive type optional
questions (5 x 32 = 160 marks).

Group (A) - Physical Science
(I) System of Units : MKS, CGS and SI

Scientists have adopted the metric system to simplify their calculations and promote communication
across national boundaries. However, there have been
two ideas as to which metric units should be preferred
in science. Scientists working in laboratories, dealing
with small quantities and distances, preferred to measure distance in centimeters and mass in grams. Scientists and engineers working in larger contexts preferred
larger units: meters for distance and kilograms for
mass. Everyone agreed that units of other quantities
such as force, pressure, work, power, and so on should
be related in a simple way to the basic units, but which
basic units should be used?
The result was two clusterings of metric units in
science and engineering. One cluster, based on the centimeter, the gram, and the second, is called the CGS
system. The other, based on the meter, kilogram, and
second, is called the MKS system.
When we say, for example, that the dyne is the
CGS unit of force, this determines its definition: it is
the force which accelerates a mass of one gram at the
rate of one centimeter per second per second. The MKS
unit of force, the newton, is the force which acceler-

ates a mass of one kilogram at the rate of one meter
per second per second. The ratio between a CGS unit
and the corresponding MKS unit is usually a power of
10. A newton accelerates a mass 1000 times greater than
a dyne does, and it does so at a rate 100 times greater,
so there are 100 000 = 105 dynes in a newton.
The CGS system was introduced formally by the
British Association for the Advancement of Science in
1874. It found almost immediate favor with working
scientists, and it was the system most commonly used
in scientific work for many years. Meanwhile, the further development of the metric system was based on
meter and kilogram standards created and distributed
in 1889 by the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures (BIPM).
During the 20th century, metric units based on the
meter and kilogram—the MKS units—were used more
and more in commercial transactions, engineering, and
other practical areas. By 1950 there was some discomfort among users of metric units, because the need to
translate between CGS and MKS units went against
the metric ideal of a universal measuring system. In
other words, a choice needed to be made.
In 1954, the Tenth General Conference on Weights
and Measures (CGPM) adopted the meter, kilogram,
second, ampere, degree Kelvin, and candela as the basic units for all international weights and measures,
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Success Tips
IAS Examination
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Last 15 year experience we can say those who
are unable to qualifying in IAS Prelims Examination, should join Develop India Group
and read complete study notes. We assured all
of you will meet sure success in this prestigious exam.

Develop India Group Provides details
"To the point" materials for IAS Prelims Examination

Visit for more details : https://developindiagroup.co.in/
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